
Microsoft 
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Discover how Datavail’s Microsoft Azure 

Services can help you optimize your 

cloud experience on this cost-effective, 

hyperscale cloud platform. 
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Microsoft Azure Solutions

Microsoft Azure has many powerful capabilities available to organizations that know 
how to maximize its potential. Datavail’s Azure experts will allow you to maximize your 
cloud experience from start to finish.

Azure Bene�ts

There When You Need It

Guaranteed 99.9% or better SLA with Microsoft Azure to launch reliable applications 
without worrying about the underlying infrastructure.

Globalize Your Workloads with Ease

Deploy your workloads around the world with Microsoft’s global network of data centers 
covering the most regions in the world of any cloud provider. You can effortlessly adjust 
your applications and usage to meet your needs.

Have More Trust in the Cloud
Microsoft Azure solutions provide comprehensive compliance coverage and have been 
recognized as the most trusted cloud for US and Canadian government institutions.
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Connect with us to learn more!

Speed Up Your Time to Market
Rapidly develop, deploy, and manage your applications using your preferred tools, 
open-source technologies, and modernizing with the latest platform-as-a-service offerings.

Get More Out of Your Data
Turn your data into an advantage using Microsoft Azure’s intelligent advanced analytics 
features to detect anomalies, predict behaviors, and make smart recommendations across 
your organization. 

Use Microsoft Azure with Con�dence 
Our Azure experts make sure that you have precisely what you need to succeed 
with the cloud. We’ll take care of all the technical details, including database 
administration, server configuration and everything else you need. Just sit back 
and enjoy Microsoft Azure’s reliable and scalable cloud platform. 

Datavail Tech-Enabled Microsoft Azure Solutions

Datavail is a Microsoft Gold Partner with the expertise you need for deploying 
personalized and optimized Azure solutions. 

Azure Migrations
Move your applications, 
databases, analytics, or entire 
data center to Azure.

Infrastructure as Code
Let us rebuild your entire 
infrastructure as code to give 
you the flexibility that was never 
before possible.

DevOps
Ease your day-to-day operational 
burdens by leveraging Azure DevOps 
and letting us do routine tasks.

Application Development
We build custom applications, 
websites and web services tailored to 
your requirements using Azure’s 
offerings and unique capabilities.

Data Management 
and Analytics
We use our Azure and 
DBA experience to offer 
unique ways to analyze 
data and store it long-term 
to support better business 
decision-making.


